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As a numerical entree, consider six simulated examples of unusual joint distributions, mimicking those at the wikipedia.org page on Pearson correlation [R code is available in supplementary files Newton (2009) ]. In each case n = 500 points are randomly sampled. Although there is dependence between horizontal and vertical components (in all but the case on the far right), the Pearson correlation coefficient is essentially zero (upper row), consistently estimating the underlying zero correlation. The dependence is revealed by the distance correlation (lower row), which is the normalized version of the distance covariance. As expected, p-values from the recommended Monte Carlo test of independence are all small, except in the last case (not shown).
Work has just begun, I think, to explore the utility of distance covariance in applied statistics. In gene mapping, for example, the central statistical problem is to identify dependencies between genetic information (genotype) and other measured characteristics (phenotype) of sampled individuals. Here I describe one way that distance covariance could apply; many versions seem possible. Consider mapping a quantitative trait in the murine physiological response to bacterial infection; 154 mice from a backcross population were typed at 119 genetic markers in a study by Hopkins et al. (2009) . A cellbased measure of response-to-infection was also obtained in several tissues from the same animals. At each genetic-marker position (horizontal axis), plotted in the figure below is the p-value (negative log, base ten) from the distance-covariance test of independence between the phenotype (the infection response in bladder tissue) and the genotype (a two-level covariate in this backcross population). The distance between genotypes is the indicator of distinct genotypes at one specific marker location, although extensions could take advantage of various genome metrics.
INTRODUCTION
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In several earlier papers Professor Székely and colleagues introduced distance covariance and began to develop its theoretical properties. I invited them to prepare a paper for AOAS, considering the potential implications for applied statistics; the following work by Professors Székely and Rizzo is the response to this invitation. It reports further properties of the distance correlation based on a surprising connection to Brownian motion, and it presents some basic computational results from an R software implementation. I am delighted that we have seven contributions to a discussion of the paper which explore the landscape of dependence in great detail.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
R code to simulate unusual joint distributions with zero Pearson correlation (DOI: 10.1214/09-AOAS34INTROSUPP; .R).
